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gay and lesbian historical pdf
A lesbian is a homosexual woman. The word lesbian is also used for women in terms of their sexual identity
or sexual behavior regardless of sexual orientation, or as an adjective to characterize or associate nouns with
female homosexuality or same-sex attraction.. The concept of "lesbian", to differentiate women with a shared
sexual orientation, is a 20th-century construct. Throughout history ...
Lesbian - Wikipedia
This list could be expanded with people from: Category:Bisexual sportspeople, Category:Gay sportsmen,
Category:Lesbian sportswomen and Category:Transgender and transsexual sportspeople. This is a list of
notable, openly lesbian, gay, bisexual, pansexual, and transgender sportspeople.
List of LGBT sportspeople - Wikipedia
Gay male erotica stories set in the non-recent past
Nifty Archive: historical - Gay Fiction
ACT UP is a diverse, non-partisan group of individuals united in anger and committed to direct action to end
the AIDS crisis.
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